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A subcategory A of B is called locally reflective if for each f : B -+ A with B E B and 
A E A, there exists an object fB E A ani motphisms fe: B + fB and $1:: fl3 --p A slnch 
that f= fro&. Moreover whenever f = a J g for a : A’ -+ A and g : B -+A’, A’ E A, thme 
exists a unique q : j23 --+ A’ such that aoq = fl and g = vpfo. A subcategory A of 12 is said 
to be stably reflective if for each B E 8 there exists a B” E A and b : 8 --3 &‘O such that for 
every f: B 4 A, A EA, there exists an f I* : @’ 4 A with f *ob = f. Moreover, sob = b :a& 
ways implies that a is the identity map. 3 is shown that a subcategory is reftective if and 
only if it is both locally and stably reflective. 
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0. Introduction 
Several generalizations of adjoint functors have appeared lately. Two 
of them are relevant o the present note. The first one, the locally ;ad- 
junctable functor, is due to Kaput [ 1 I] and the sef;:ond, the stably ad- 
junctable functor, is an immediate xtension of the concept of a stably 
rleflective su’kategory as introduced by Harris [6]. 
The name “stably reflective” due to Harris is (somewhat wkward FS 
ilt gives an impression of something stronger than the usual “reflective” 
which is not the case. However, we retain this terminology for the present 
and hope that someone will Icome up Faith a better name. 
?Vhile the first notion has been stu&ed in some detail by 
racticaiiy no information about stably reflective subcateg 
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able in print. This has encouraged us to list, through occasional remarks, 
certain facts about stably reflective subcategories, a’l: the risk of making 
them appear outside the main body of the present note. This list is not 
intended to be up-to-date but indicates the importance of the concept. 
Theobservation that stable coreflections are possibly the answer to a 
question posed by Herrlich [ 71 is included. Th.eorems 3.1 and 3.3, the 
essence of this n&e, show that local adjunctions and stable adjunctions 
play a kind of complementary Iole with respect o (genuine) adjunctions. 
All categorical concepts and terminology not defined here are from 
[ 131 except hat we use the phrase “a functor is left adjunctable” iir 
place of “a functor has a left adjoint”. All subcategories are assumed to 
be full and replete, i.e., closed under isomorphic objects. 
1. Locally adjunctable functorsl 
1.1. Definition (Kaput [ 111). A functor F : A + B is said to be ZocaZZy 
Zeft adjunctable if for each f : ~5; + FA in B, .A E A and B E B, there ex- 
ists an object fB E A, a mlorph:lsm fi: fB -+ A of A and a morphism 
jr0 :B+ FfB of B such that f = FfiofO. Moreover, whenever there 1s an 
At-morphism a : A’ + A and a B-morphism 4; : i3 + FA’ such that f = Faog, 
then there exists a unique A-morphism q : fB -+ .A’ such that aor) = fi 
and g = FqofO. A subcategory .t4L of B is called locally reflective if the in- 
cRusion functor A + Is is locally left adjunctable. 
Locally right adjunctable functors and locally coreflective subcate- 
gories are defined dually. 
1.2. Examples. (1) The forgetful functor from the category F of fields 
and unitary homomorphisms to the category 22 of sets is not left adjunct- 
able (free fields do not exist) ; however, ilt is locally left a& unctable. If 
X E S, FE F and f: X --f F is a function, we let fF denote the subfield 
of F generated by the image;f(X) of X under f. Ve then have an ob- 
vious factorization 
(X f bF)=(X--.fe,fF f1 +F), 
fi being an F-morphism. If f has another factorization 
where g is an F-morphism, then g is a monomorphism (a field does not 
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admit any nontrivial ideal) and there is an F-isomorphism e : g(F) + J!? 
Since f(x) = g 0 h(x) for all x E X, then 
and it follows that fF C g(F). Let 
then it is easy to see that q is a unique E;I-morphism satisfying 7;r 0 f. = h 
andfioq=g 
(b) Let Tm be th e s.ubcateg0r-y of all monomorphisms of the category 
T of topologkal spaces. For any T-morphism f: X + Y let Xf denote 
the quotient space of X obtained by identifying all those points of X 
which are mappecl to the same element under f. Then we have an obvious 
factorization 
(x f ) Y)=(X- 
fl f”-4 X/f - Y) 
with fl a Tm -morphism. If 
w - E +h” Y) = (X---J--* Y) 
is another factorization off with h a P -morphism, then by defining 
Q[X] =g(x) onz gets a corttinuous function $7 : X/f + P such that 
ho q’= fi , rl”fo=g 
(11 is well-defined since h is a monomorphism). Q is a monomorphlsm. 
Thus Tm is locally reflective in T. Indeed, if dl is any category with ai 
left bicategory structure in the sense of [ Ii?], then the subcategory Aim 
of all A-monomorphisms is locally reflective in ~4. 
(c) (Kaput [ 111). Via the algebraic losure construction the category 
of algebraically closed fields is 1ocJly reflective in the category F of 
1.2(a) above. It is not reflective since in general the group of automor- 
phisms over K of the algebraic closure K of a field K is non-trivial. 
A few more examples are collected in [ 111, including one from 
Desarguean plane geometry. 
1.3. Remark. If F : .A + B is locally leflk adjunctable then the factoriza- 
tion f = Ff 1 0 f. off : B + FA, as in the definition above, is unique up 
to equivalence of J%. This fact we shall neec’ i;\ter, A good account of 
properties of locally adjunctable fiJnctors is available in i: 111; in partie- 
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ultir if; Is rJh&wn there that a locally tidjunctable funcfor San be complet- 
ely described in terms of a (genuinely) adjunctable fun&or. 
2. Stably a.djunctable furactors 
The following definition is a natural extension of the concept of a 
stably reflective subcategory as defined by Harris [6]. 
2.f.. Definition. ~4 functor F : A 4 B is calleci stably left adjunctable if 
for each object B E B there exists an object GB E A and a B-morphism 
eB : B -) F’GB such that for any B-morphism f : B + FA, A E A, there 
exists a not necessarily unique A-morphism f * : GB + A such that 
Ff* 0 #B = fm Moreover, I% 0 $Q = $B for any A-morphism ti : GB + GB 
must imply that Q is the identity morphism. A subcatepgry A of B is 
said to be stably refle&ve if the inclusion functor A -+ B is stably left 
adjunctable; the morphismzrgB as defined above, is then called ti stable 
reflector of‘ B. 
! 
The dual notions are sta.bZy right adjunctable functors, stably core- 
fl&tive subcategories and stable coreflectws. 
2.2. Examples. (a) The subcategory of e:itemally disconnected compact 
Hausdorff spaces is stably coreflective in the category oi’ compact Haus- 
dorff spaces. lbn fact, extremally disconnected spaces are precisely the 
projective objects in the c*ategory of compact Hausdorff spaces and a 
well-known construction provides for each compact Hausdorff space a 
projective cover @‘X -+ X [ 5 1. This projective cover works as a s 
coreflector or’ X; the ‘stability’ is implied by an observation du 
water [ 141, which ensures that x 0 e = x is possible only when e is the 
identity map. PX --xn X cannot be a corefiection since it is an epi- 
morphism and every epicoreflection isa bicoreflection [ 71 which, in the 
case of compact Hausdosff spaces, means that x is a homeomo 
Thus, for no compact Hausdorff space X which is not already projective 
can the projective cover construction work as a coreflection in the sub- 
category of projecti#re clompact Hausdorff spaces. (For a topological and 
non-trivial proof of this observation see [ 15 ] .) More generally, if we call 
x a. projective cover P.Y-- + X tif X “rigid” when x * e = x always im- 
plies that e is thz identity map, then the subcategory of all projective 
objects of a category., each of whose objects possesses a rigid projective 
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cover, is a stably coreflective subcategory. Various instances of this situ+ 
tion are cited in [ 11. It must be added that in certain cases one has to 
modify the class of morphisms actually to construct an example of stable 
coreflection. For i.nstance, while considering projective covers OS regular 
Hausdorff spaces we restrict ourselves to those maps which are prefect. 
Thus the subcategory of extremalb! disc. )nnected regular Hausdorff’ spaces 
is stably coreflective in the category of regular Hau:;dorff spaces and per- 
fect maps. 
(b) The subcategory of compact spaces and W-maps is stably reflective 
(without being reflective) in the category of T1-spact3s and W-maps; the 
stable reflection of a Tr-space being irs \ ’ -- vi compactification [ 61. 
(c) The subcategory C of complete p_ c: . r nrdered sets is stably re- 
flective in the category P of partially ordF\ :s (Banaschewski and 
Bruns [2]); the stable reflection of each p;_ ..1y ordered set being its 
Dedekind-lMacNeille completion.’ An argument duat to the one given in 
2.2 (a) above can be employed to infer that for no partially ordererd set 
P’which is not complete can its Dedekind-MacNeille completion P + P 
work as a reflection in C. 
(d) If A is any of the categories 
(i) Banach spaces, 
(ii) metric SpXeS, 
(iii) distributive lattices, 
then the subcategory of injective objects of A is stably reflective (SW f!,!, 
1031); the injective envelope construction in each case y!,:::lds the G:a.bl!e 
reflection. 
2.3. Remark. Stable reflections are unique up to equivalence: [6:i. Stably 
reflective subcategories share many pleasing properties with reGe:ctive sub- 
categories. For instance, they are closed under products’ and coretractions 
Moreover a stably reflective subcategory A of a category B having equal- 
izers is reflective if and only if it is closed under equalizf:rs. 
Horst Herrlich in [ 71 posed the following problem: ‘“‘can the projective 
cover be: regarded as a coreflection in a sensible way?“. vie suggest that 
stable coreflection is a reasonably good answer. In mosb; topological ex- 
amples projective covers turn out to be rigid (see [ I]) .and the notion of 
stable coreflectiora seems to work rather nicely. 
i We are indebted to Prof. boaschewski for hav& pointed crut “his example. 
* In a private communication Prof. Harris telrli US that he too has observed thb and some similar 
facts. 
Ira ix&es where COWLS are nut rigid, a weakar versim of dde ccm 
fkx~km’can ‘t>e used: call x : WX + X a weak stable corefkction of an 
object X E .B, ‘h a subcategory A sf B if WX L A and if for each 
f:A + X, A E A, there existsf*:A + wX such that x 0 $ = f: Moreover 
x 0 e =,x aIways must imply that e is an automorphism. This then includes 
the case of a torsion free cover of a module over an integral domain; 
thus,.the subcategory of torsion free modufes is “weakiy stably coreflec- 
tive” in the category of modules over an integral domain (see Enochs 
[43). Yet another instance of such a case is the algebraic losure con- 
structiki of’ a field via which the category of algebraicahy closed fields 
becomes weakly stably reflective in the category of fields and their uni- 
tary homomorphisms. 
3. 
3.1 3 Thcmm. A subcategory A of B is reflective if and only if it is both 
locally re;fleclive atad stably reflectilve. 
Proof. If A is reflectke, then obviously it has to be both locally and 
stably reflective. Conversely, suppose A is both locally and stably reflec- 
tive. Led: b : B -+’ B” be the stable reflection of an object B E B in A. Sup- 
pose f : B -+ A is any B-morphism with A E A. Assume that there are two 
morphisrns (Y: Bo + A and 0 : l3 0 + A such that a 0 b =f=/3 0 b. Since A 
is a I&z~lly reflective subcategory of B and therefore corresponds to 
f: B + A, there exists an object fB E A and morphisms f. : B + fB, 
P; :fB -+ A SUCK that fi 0 f. = f. But ;;;irtst= ~9b = f, there must ekst a 
unique morphism ir’ : fB + B" such that 
commutes, i.e., cy ‘3 ir = lrl and 6! 0 f. = 6. AM, since fB E A and 
6 : ki + Bo is a stable reflection, there must exist a morphism g: BO + fB 
suchthatfo b=fo.0nesleesthenthat6~~ [=lcSB” asSo go b=b. 
Observe also that 
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But then the universal property involved in the definition of a loc;~lly 
reflective subcategory demands that to@ = I&B. Thus @ is an equiva- 
lence. Since 6, is an equivalence of fB, the factorization f= fi 0 fo through 
,fB is “the samlr:” as the factorization f = fi 0 ljo b through B* (see Remark 
1.3). Another obvious factorization of fisf = IdA of, and by universality 
there must exist a unique morphism 7: l3’ + A making 
commutative, i.e., such that 7;1= fi 0 E and ?J 0 ti) = f. We asser; that both 4y 
and p can replace 9~. 111 does so because OI= ar 08 * 5 =fi * k. In order to check 
the same for p, we notice that we could have started with p instead of cy to 
get a morphism p : fB + B" such that Do 5 = laYB” and PO ci; ~41 leading to 
fi 0 6 = /3 * /3 0 4 = 6. Thus, fl too can replace 93. The uniqueness of q now 
demands that it = p, completing the proof. •1 
3.2. Remark. It appears that this result cannot be improved, as suggested 
by the following example. The category A of algebraically closed‘ fields is 
not reflective in the category F of fields and their unitary homomorphisms. 
However, it is locally relnective and weakly stably reflective without being 
stably reflective in F. 
One naturally wants to know whether Theorem 
adjunctable functrrs. It cx be; a proof similar to 
Theorem 3.1 can be used to yield the following.6 
3.3. Theorem. A f~mcror is left adjtuxtuble if md 
and stably left adjwzckble. 
3. ii can be proved for 
the one given for 
It is not hard to define “Ioc;:l limits” and “stable 1Mts” and conse- 
quently “locally complete”’ and “stably complete” categories. One can 
verify then, that a category is complete if and only if it is bo+A locally 
and stably complete. 
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